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SUMMARY

Building a strong knowledge base of PHP, MySQL, JavaScript, JQuery, and HTML. This led to my 
involvement for the last several years in a company developing a cloud-based content 
management system that involved e-commerce, recursive billing, data management, payroll 
throughout several web apps that combined together to make our system.

SKILLS

PHP, Managing Skills.

WORK EXPERIENCE

PHP Programmer
ABC Corporation  2015 – 2015 
 Involved in development of all modules like registrations, payments using pay pal.
 Involved in search module which provide functionalities like basic search and advanced 

search.
 Utilized AJAX and JQuery to improve the performance of the application.
 Developed and programmed intelligence features into the site aimed at maximizing the sites 

effectiveness, usefulness and keeping abusive elements at bay.
 Strategically planned and programmed applications that collected business minded 

intelligence and helped to better manage the site.
 Built a development environment on an Amazon EC2 instance to speed up the process of 

testing the projects.
 Wrote automation scrips to auto generate documentation and unit tests reports when a new 

commit becomes available.

PHP Programmer
Delta Corporation  2008 – 2011 
 Maintained and resolved all the requirement analysis.
 Used frameworks such as Bootstrap using technology like Javascript, AJAX, jQuery.for front-

end Completed the back end using CodeIgniter framework.
 Worked on bug fixing using tools like Bitbucket Subversion in Github using SVN client like 

Source Tree.
 Maintaining the existing system.
 Done Updates for each requirements.Mainly coding done in LAMP.
 Timely meet the deadlines.
 Used PHP, MYSQL, AJAX,SMARY, JQUERY, JSP.

EDUCATION

B.S. In Computer Science
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